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ABOUT THE FILM
Short Synopsis
After being jilted by her fiancé, Margaret manages her loneliness by obsessively-compulsively
organizing her perfect home. When her older sister and niece arrive unexpectedly, Margaret's
life is thrown into disarray. Although initially resistant to their bonding efforts, she slowly
loosens up and learns a new definition of family. But just as she begins to embrace her new life,
she discovers the truth behind the visit.
Long Synopsis
After being jilted by her fiancé, Margaret manages her loneliness by obsessively and
compulsively organizing her already perfect home. But when her older sister, Josephine, and
ten-year-old niece, Hannah, arrive unexpectedly for what seems an indefinite visit, Margaret’s
carefully structured life is thrown into disarray, forcing her to adapt to the duo’s free-spirited
lifestyle and to confront the years of estrangement. Weighed down by guilt for abandoning her
sister after their parents’ death and questioning her parenting skills, Josephine does her best to
reconnect with Margaret by including her in activities with Hannah – truth or dare games,
backyard movie nights, and upside-down floating heads. Initially resistant, Margaret slowly
opens herself to the mess of family emotions and realizes a new definition of family while
learning that the bonds of sisterhood can be reestablished with time. But just as Margaret
begins to embrace her new family, she discovers the truth behind Josephine’s visit.

Caroline Fogarty as Margaret
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
As a first-time writer/director, I wanted to make a film that resonated personally with me in as
many aspects as possible. As High as the Sky centers around ‘Margaret’, a woman with OCD
who is forced to confront the root of it when her estranged sister (‘Josephine’) and ten-year-old
niece (‘Hannah’) show up unannounced on her doorstep. While I don’t, unfortunately for past
roommates, have the propensity to clean like ‘Margaret’ does, I have struggled with obsessivecompulsive behaviors. I wanted to explore probable causes of these behaviors as well as
potential ways to heal. I have experienced my symptoms worsen when I’m working through a
particularly difficult time and was interested in examining the ramifications of someone who
has never learned to identify, and thus process, her emotions at all. Additionally, and
simultaneously, the film explores the complex and diverse relationships among mothers,
daughters and sisters.
I wrote the film with Caroline Fogarty (‘Margaret’) and Bonnie McNeil (‘Josephine’) in mind.
Both are actresses that I’ve known personally and professionally for years. Caroline works
mainly in commercials, Bonnie in theater. I’ve always been drawn to their acting and wanted
them to have the opportunity to be a lead in a feature film. Having never directed a film before
(I had directed small theatrical productions), it was also important for me to work with familiar
faces. I studied acting at the Stella Adler Academy of Acting, Los Angeles, as did Bonnie, and
thus I was familiar with her process and we were able to communicate using Stella’s technique
(creating the character through one’s imagination). Caroline draws more on her personal
experiences. Being one of her closest friends, I knew most of what she was using, which also
lent itself to comfortable discussions in rehearsals and on set.
My main concern with casting was finding a child actor to portray ‘Hannah.’ I really wanted a
child who was still a child, a young girl who did not wear make-up or use texting to
communicate. She needed to have a naturalness to her physicality as well an ability to reach
the depth of the character. At ten-years-old, ‘Hannah’ is in some ways more emotionally
mature than ‘Margaret,’ which we see in the scene where they bond over the losses in their
lives. We put out casting notices and, between live and taped auditions, I saw over fifty young
actresses. I was still undecided on the age of the character as I wanted ‘Hannah’ to be young
enough to need a mother figure but old enough to bond on a meaningful level with both
‘Josephine’ and ‘Margaret.’ Laurel Porter came to one of the audition sessions directly from a
track and field meet. She was wearing rumpled, uneven pigtails, running socks pulled up to her
knees and had little beads of sweat across her nose. I felt an immediate connection to her and
was thrilled when she proved to be a very capable actress.
I had always planned on having a long rehearsal process before commencing shooting on my
first film. However, as often happens in the indie world, time and money had their own plans
and the process became truncated. I was able to meet with Bonnie and Laurel several times and
in each rehearsal I could see their bond developing. By the last rehearsal they were playing
around as their characters do. Because of time constraints, I chose to forgo having Caroline
work with Bonnie and Laurel. Instead, I worked individually with her and used what I assumed
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT CONT’D
would be first-day jitters to each of the actresses’ and characters’ advantage. I requested to
shoot the scene where ‘Josephine’ and ‘Hannah’ arrive unannounced at ‘Margaret’s’ house on
the first day of shooting. The gamble paid off as anticipation and the energy from the new set
flowed into this first awkward scene. Having established character backgrounds and nuances in
rehearsals, the actresses were able to respond to their natural nervousness as their character.
Our wonderful Director of Photography, Tarin Anderson, and I worked closely in pre-production
to establish shots that would help convey the characters’ emotions and tension in the scenes.
We used clean lines and framing to enunciate ‘Margaret’s’ obsession with everything being
orderly. Dirty over-the-shoulders were used to suggest comfort and closeness between
‘Josephine’ and ‘Hannah’ (and with ‘Margaret’ toward the end of the film). Tarin switched to
handheld camera shots during the conflict scenes to amplify their frenetic energies. We utilized
the many windows and mirrors in the house to suggest that the characters saw themselves
“reflected” in each other. The sparseness of the décor lent to Margaret’s need to keep
everything around her in order, and mimicked the emptiness of her emotional life at this time.
The biggest challenge while editing was to keep the pacing tight while allowing for the intimacy
of each scene to play out. I asked Laura Fisk, our editor, to first edit the scenes liberally, giving
them room to breathe and being indulgent with the special moments. Once we had all the
takes chosen and the structure solidified, we went through and began trimming. One of the
difficulties with the script was that we don’t see ‘Margaret’ before ‘Michael’ has left her. We
aren’t able to see that her OCD has worsened as a result of his leaving. I needed to show that
when she encounters something sentimental, she is unable to process what she is feeling and
equates her emotions with a need to clean or keep order. I asked Laura to allow for these
moments to be poignant in the final cut and to linger on ‘Margaret’ when she is in pain. I feel
we were able to find a balance between the emotionality and the pacing.
Working with the material through every stage of production was an extreme crash-course in
both filmmaking and self-analysis. Constantly required to address ‘Margaret’s’ OCD, I was
forced to really reflect on my own obsessive-compulsive tendencies. Because the situation was
stressful, I experienced heightened symptoms but, fortunately, I had an amazing producer to
assist me and keep me in check. I met Lena Bubenechik at a film festival in 2010 and exactly
one year later we were shooting this film. She helped make the whole process an extremely
rewarding and invaluable experience and I am very grateful to her for keeping the project so
professional. I don’t think I’ve seen another instance where there has only been one producer
on a feature-length film. She single-handedly covered the duties of line producers, associate
producers and co-producers, a feat of which I’m still in awe of. I hope to have her attached to
all of my future projects.
I am very proud of As High as the Sky and pleased that we had an all-female cast and all-female
key crew throughout the production. I am grateful to my cast, crew and supporters and hope
that the film is well-received around the globe.
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ABOUT THE CAST
CAROLINE FOGARTY (Margaret) credits include ABC Family’s THE FOSTERS; Nickelodeon’s
FRED; BIG LOVE and DESPERATE HOUSEWIVES. She recently shot the lead role in the pilot
presentation THE ADVENTURES OF SHELBY and can be seen in numerous national commercials.
She is writing and producing the web series SAVE THE GINGERS. Fogarty is represented by The
House of Representatives and AKA Talent Agency.
BONNIE McNEIL (Josephine) is an alumni of the Stella Adler Academy of Acting, Los Angeles
where she studied under acclaimed teachers Stella Adler and Joanne Linville. She has appeared
extensively on stage and in 2011 she was nominated for a Los Angeles Drama Critics Circle
award for Lead Performance for her role as Mabel in Tim McNeil’s SUPERNOVA. Film credits
include SYMPATHY FOR DELICIOUS, directed by Mark Ruffalo and I AM BAD, directed by David
Rackoff. Television credits include BEVERLY HILLS 90210, THE X-FILES and SEINFELD.

Bonnie, Caroline and Laurel on set
LAUREL PORTER (Hannah) AS HIGH AS THE SKY marks Porter’s film debut. She recently was the
lead in the short film, THE YEAR BOOK and a video game entitled FATE. She has been in
commercials for such clients as MONSTER.COM, HYATT REGENCY and BLUE CROSS. Having
attended an immersion school for six years, she is fluent in spoken and written Spanish. Porter
is currently attending the Orange County School of the Arts and volunteering for Pardon Me
Inc., an animal rescue group. Laurel is represented by Ideal Talent Agency.
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ABOUT THE CAST CONT’D
DEE WALLACE (voice of Aunt Deborah) became an icon in the role that would define
motherhood for a generation, as Mary in Steven Spielberg's ET: THE EXTRATERRESTRIAL. Her
130 films range from some of the scariest to some of the funniest ever made, including CUJO,
THE HOWLING, 10, THE FRIGHTENERS and CRITTERS.
She has starred in four television series and more than 400 commercials and is one of
Hollywood's most sought-after TV guest stars including appearances in GREY'S ANATOMY;
COLD CASE; WITHOUT A TRACE; GHOST WHISPERER; MY NAME IS EARL; CRIMINAL MINDS;
SAVING GRACE; LAW AND ORDER, and THE OFFICE. A beloved acting coach, she is also an
internationally known healer, with two global radio shows, three books, and a series of healing
seminars.
JENNY O'HARA (voice of Aunt Barbara) has appeared on Broadway in several productions
including THE ODD COUPLE (female version); THE ICEMAN COMETH; PROMISES, PROMISES;
THE KID and THE FIG LEAVES ARE FALLING. She has starred in numerous off-Broadway and
regional productions and has been recognized for her outstanding talent by the Los Angeles
Drama Center Critics Awards, Drama-logue Awards and Valley Theatre Awards. Ms. O’Hara is a
founding member of the Ensemble Studio Theatre (New York and Los Angeles) and a member
of the Matrix and Theatre Tribe companies.
She has been a series regular on several television series and has recurred on such hits as BIG
LOVE and KING OF QUEENS. Ms. O’Hara is a frequent guest star, recently appearing on NCIS,
THE CLOSER, HOUSE, COLD CASE, NIP/TUCK and C.S.I, among others. She has worked in films as
diverse as THE MATCHSTICK MEN (Ridley Scott), MYSTIC RIVER (Clint Eastwood), DEVIL and
HOW TO MAKE LOVE TO A WOMAN.
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ABOUT THE CREW
Nikki Braendlin (Writer/Director) is the manager of Aunt Kiki Productions, based in Los
Angeles. She is also a member of Film Independent and an executive member of Women in
Film.
AS HIGH AS THE SKY is Nikki’s first film as a director. Her other screenplays have placed in
several competitions, including those sponsored by Slamdance, the Austin Film Festival, the
Page Awards and the Los Angeles International Women's Film Festival. Before becoming a
screenwriter Braendlin ran Hear Me Roar Productions, an all-women's theater company that
produced theatrical benefits for women's and children's organizations. Through HMR and her
work as a counselor, she also ran writing and acting workshops for at-risk teenaged girls and
produced shows of their original works.
Lena Bubenechik (Producer) is originally from Ukraine and is a Film Independent: Project
Involve fellow. She has produced several projects for directors including Jennifer Lynch, Barbara
Stepansky and Nina Menkes, as well as for AFI's Directing Workshop for Women. She recently
produced an episode for ITVS' FutureStates, ACADEMY FOR GIRLS, directed by Nisha Ganatra
and starring Alexa Vega (SPY KIDS, MACHETE KILLS), Renée Felice Smith (NCIS: LOS ANGELES)
and Janina Gavankar (TRUE BLOOD). Bubenechik is currently in development on several feature
projects.
Tarin Anderson (Director of Photography) is a native of Seattle and resident of Los Angeles,
She earned her Masters degree in cinematography at the American Film Institute (AFI) after
studying film at both Vassar and Hampshire College.
Anderson has shot a wide variety of projects including feature films, commercials, music videos,
and documentaries. She has worked with Academy Award Nominees Ed Harris, Taraji P.
Henson, Amy Madigan, Peter Weller, as well as Hugo Weaving, Brian Cox, Jack Davenport, and
Judy Greer. She has shot commercials for Honda, Dodge, Bloomberg TV, Disney, HP,
McDonald’s, and many others. Her numerous music videos include Death Cab for Cutie, The
Decemberists, Chris Cornell, CSS, Lenka, and Young the Giant. She has also shot documentaries
featuring James Brown, Rihanna, and Joseph Gordon-Levitt’s HitRECord project. Anderson
recently finished shooting miniatures for Adult Swim and a fashion spot for Native Son. She has
worked all across the US and internationally in Brazil, Argentina, and the UK.
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ABOUT THE CREW CONT’D

Behind the scenes with the crew at Margaret’s house
Laura J. Fisk (Editor) began her career with Native American director Valerie Red-Horse, editing
several short films. Her big break came when she was asked to edit Valerie Red-Horse & Gale
Ann Hurd’s television movie CHOCTAW CODE TALKERS. It aired on PBS in November 2010 and
was an Official Selection for the United Nations Association Film Festival in October 2011. She
edited the short film, ANYTHING IS BEAUTIFUL IF YOU SAY IT IS; it screened at Bad Robot
Productions and was well received. Laura has cut many TV and web promos as well as short
documentaries.
Kristen Baum (Composer) is an LA-based film composer. She has been honored with the
Sundance Fellowship for Feature Film Scoring and the BMI Conducting Fellowship. Classically
trained as a pianist with a master of music in theory and composition, she has studied and
worked closely with film composer Christopher Young. She wrote additional music (source) for
THE BOOK OF ELI and orchestrated for PRIEST and WHEN IN ROME. Her scores for independent
films include: ASSASSINS, ECHO, NEVER AGAIN, THE THINGS YOU LOSE IN THE OCEAN, and
CICERO IN WINTER.
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“Some Positives On The Future of Female Filmmaking”
By Nikki Braendlin
In the last few years, the media has been saturated with the abysmal statistics on the
number of women working in front of and behind the camera. However, instead of
reiterating the numbers, I’d like to offer some positives on the future of female filmmaking:
1) The gender gap in filmmaking is being talked, posted, tweeted and blogged about. And
thus, it’s hard to ignore. The farthest reaching shout out for equality was recently
given by Cate Blanchett during her Oscar acceptance speech. 43 million people
watched her remind the studios that female-driven films are not niche films and that
women do buy tickets. Additionally, yearly data continues to be gathered, and
reported, on the lack of female producers, directors, cinematographers, editors and
characters. Pressure is a good thing. It leads to action.
2) Companies continue to be formed to help female-driven content get made. Here are a
few to check out:
Women in Film’s Film Finishing Fund (provides grants and in-kind services to films for
or about women): http://www.wif.org/foundation/film-finishing-fund
Women Make Movies (assists with the production, promotion, exhibition and
distribution of independent films by and about women): http://www.wmm.com/
GameChanger Films (produces narrative features that have women attached as
directors or co-directors): http://gamechanger-films.com/
Chicken and Egg Pictures (provides funds and mentoring to female documentary
filmmakers): http://chickeneggpics.org/
And once you have your movie made, there are several female targeted film festivals to
submit to. Among them are:
Athena Film Festival: http://athenafilmfestival.com/
Women’s International Film Festival: http://www.womensfilmfest.com/
Moondance International Film Festival: http://moondancefilmfestival.com/
Rocky Mountain Women’s Film Festival: http://www.rmwfilmfest.org/
Lunafest: http://www.lunafest.org
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“Some Positives On The Future of Female Filmmaking” CONT’D
3) Studies show that when a film has a female director, not only are there more female
characters, more of the crew members are women. One woman getting in the door
helps others. Additionally, in an effort to staff more women behind the camera, Reel
Angels was launched in 2013. Started in London, they have a database of crew
members across Europe and the U.S. who are ready to work! Look them up:
http://www.reelangels.tv/
4) Women are adept and successful at DIY projects and film is no exception. With the
advent of digital filmmaking and crowdfunding sites (most notably
http://www.indiegogo.com/ and https://www.kickstarter.com/) anyone can make a
film. It won’t be a multi-million dollar venture, but it can be a smart, creative, moving
movie. And with social media and digital releasing platforms, your film can get seen.

Braendlin on set with her female lead, Caroline Fogarty
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